Medium Fidelity prototype Read Me

Clicking the Prototype link will open up our InVision medium fidelity prototype. It can be used as we use normal apps except it might not give all types of functionality. Clicking on the buttons would help in navigation through the functions. Also swiping the time section on home screen would help in navigation to next available time slot.

The 3 tasks to perform are:

1. Adding a new task: There are some inbuilt tasks with ‘+’ button to schedule these tasks for that time slot. To add a new task the ‘add task’ button at the bottom of the screen needs to be pressed. The next screen that pops up is hard coded as InVision does not allow data entry.

2. Next after adding a task, friends can be invited to join by clicking the ‘invite someone’ button.

3. The button with the power symbol on it can be used to put the app on sleep mode.